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The outstanding sinks are made by up to 80% quartz, the hardest 

constituent of granite.  Distinguished by the premium design, intricate 

craftsmanship, and perfect functionality, AXOR sinks represent the latest 

technological advances.  Excellence in the kitchen.  Perfection.
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180¡

AXOR SilicaLux

AXOR SilicaLux sinks augment the luxurious kitchen.  They feature 

the purest of colours in a myriad of accents and a remarkably lustrous 

finish, highlighting the impeccable quality of the SilicaLux material.  

The exceptional SilicaLux material distinguishes itself with its exquisite 

aesthetics, perfect practicality and refined surface.  Presenting the ultra-

fine nanostructure.  The sinks are now easier to clean than ever thought 

possible.  There is an enhanced smoothness you can really feel.  Residue 

simple runs off - without a chance to stick to the surface to breed bacteria.

Installation

Top-mounted proHygienic 21 Reversible

Fits Cabinet

Hygiene Standard

Depth (cm)

Handing
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43003-249
Silverstone

43004-279
Rockenstein

43004-509
Magma

43004-309
Bronze

43003-309
Bronze

43003-509
Magma

SilicaLux Signus
Signus N-100XL

Signus N-200
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43006-509
Magma

43006-309
Bronze

SilicaLux Mono
Mono N-100

SilicaLux Horizont
Horizont N-200

43007-309
Bronze

43007- 509
Magma
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43022-139
Rouge

SilicaLux Waterfall

Waterfall D-150
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39861-000
Citterio Select kitchen 
mixer, with pull-out spout

39862-000
Citterio Select kitchen mixer, 
with pull-out spray 2jet

39860-000
Citterio Select kitchen mixer

39835-000
Citterio kitchen mixer, with 
pull-out spray

39850-000
Citterio kitchen mixer

34820-000
Citterio M kitchen mixer

34822-000
Citterio M kitchen mixer,            
with hand spray

10821-000
Starck kitchen mixer,                   
with pull-out spray

10820-000
Starck Semi-Pro kitchen 
mixer, with pull-out spray

10801-000
Starck kitchen mixer

10822-000
Starck kitchen mixer

39840-000
Citterio Semi-Pro kitchen 
mixer, with pull-out spray

AXOR Starck

AXOR Citterio

AXOR Citterio M
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16580-000
Montreux kitchen mixer

16581-000
Montreux kitchen mixer,             
with pull-out spray

16582-000
Montreux kitchen mixer,             
with pull-out spray

38815-000
Uno² kitchen mixer, 
concealed

14850-000
Uno² kitchen mixer

38830-000
Uno² kitchen mixer

AXOR Montreux

AXOR Uno2
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Surface Finish

Swivel function 
The mixers offer 
either a limited 
swivel range 
(110°/120°/150°) or 
all-round freedom of 
movement (360°).

MagFit magnetic 
holder 
Thanks to the 
MagFit function, 
the hose slides back 
almost silently, and 
locks back into place 
in the mixer spout.

Pull-out spray - 
spray modes 
The pull-out spray 
also offers two 
modes of spray, 
normal and shower, 
which are easy to 
switch between.

Ergonomic handles 
Long flat handles for 
ergonomic control.

Vertical handle 
position 
Thanks to the 
vertical handle 
position, this item 
can be installed even 
where there is little 
space between the 
mixer and the wall.

Easy, solid 
installation 
Flexible connections 
and the integrated 
stabilisation plate 
for thin-walled 
stainless steel sinks 
make it easier to 
install the mixer, 
and guarantee safe 
results.

QuickClean 
It is very difficult for 
limescale to take 
hold on the silicon 
disc, and if it does, it 
can easily be rubbed 
away with a finger.

PEX Hoses 
The PEX hoses 
are temperature-
resistant and neutral 
in taste and odour.

ComfortZone
The ultra high spout 
offers plenty of space 
and is ideal for filling 
large containers.

Chrome or stainless 
steel look
Stainless steel 
surfaces made in 
chrome or stainless 
steel effect in the 
PVD process are 
highly scratch and 
wear resistant.

All the product benefits from pull-out spray to 

swivel range at a glance.

QuickConnect for 
pull-out spray hoses 
Thanks to the 
QuickConnect 
function, the hoses 
are particularly easy 
to fit.

Select button 
Select technology 
ensures that using it 
is easy: a simple click 
is all it takes to stop 
and start the water 
flow.  As easy as ABC 
with an elbow or the 
back of a hand - so 
the mixer stays clean.

Ceramic or joystick 
cartridge with Boltic 
handle lock 
Thanks to the specially 
hardened plastics, 
the joystick, M1 and 
M2 cartridges help to 
ensure the mixer has a 
long functional life.  The 
wedge-shaped control 
lever of the Boltic 
handle prevents the 
handle wobbling in use.

chrome
000

polished black chrome
330

brushed gold optic
250

polished nickel
830

polished bronze
130

stainless steel finish
800

polished red gold
300

brushed brass
950

polished chrome
020

brushed black chrome
340

brushed chrome
260

polished brass
930

brushed bronze
140

brushed nickel
820

brushed red gold
310

polished gold optic
990
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High-quality materials granite SilicaTec

SilicaTec is the material of the future and its warm looks bring natural 

colours into the kitchen. This welcoming character generates a feel-good 

atmosphere that resonates with today’s trend for integrating kitchen and 

living areas. For even more individuality, SilicaTec is available in three 

colours, allowing colour accents to be added to the kitchen design.
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43315-170
Graphite black

43315-380
Concrete grey

43315-290
Stone grey

Sinks in granite SilicaTec

S510-F635 Built-in Sink 180/450

43316-170
Graphite black

43316-380
Concrete grey

43316-290
Stone grey

S510-F770 Built-in Sink 370/370
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43431-170
Graphite black

43431-380
Concrete grey

43431-290
Stone grey

S510-U450 Under-mount Sink 450
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Focus® 280
Kitchen mixer
31817-000, -800

Focus® 260
Kitchen mixer 
31820-000, -800

Focus® 160
Kitchen mixer 
31806-000, -800

Focus® 240
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spray
31815-000, -800

with hose box

73880-000, -800

Focus® E
Kitchen mixer
31780-000

Logis® 
Kitchen mixer
71280-000

Logis® 120
Kitchen mixer
71830-000

Logis® 160
Kitchen mixer
71832-000

Logis® 260
Kitchen mixer
71835-000

Logis® Classic
Kitchen mixer
71285-000

Metris® 320
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spout
14821-000, -800

with hose box

73812-000, -800

Metris® 320
Kitchen mixer
14822-000, -800
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Talis® Classic 
Kitchen mixer
14858-000

Talis® Classic 
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spray
Comfort zone 240

14863-000

Comfort zone 210

14864-000

Talis® S 200 
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spray
Comfort zone 200

72813-000, -800

Comfort zone 160

72815-000, -800

Talis® Select S 300 
Kitchen mixer
72820-000, -800

Talis® Select S 300 
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spout
72821-000, -800

with hose box

73853-000, -800

Talis® S
Kitchen mixer
Comfort zone 260

72810-000, -800

Comfort zone 220

72814-000, -800

Metris® 320
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spray 
14820-000, -800

with hose box

73801-000, -800

Metris® 220
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spray
14834-000, -800

with hose box

73800-000, -800

Metris® Select 320
Kitchen mixer
14883-000, -800

Metris® Select 320
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spout
14884-000, -800

with hose box

73803-000, -800

Metris® Select 260
Kitchen mixer
14847-000, -800

Metris® Select 240
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spout
14857-000, -800

with hose box

73802-000, -800
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Talis® S2 Variarc 
Kitchen mixer
14870-000

Talis® S2 Variarc 
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spray
14872-000

Talis® S2 Variarc
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spray
14877-000

with hose box

73863-000, -800

Talis® S 
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spray
32841-000

with hose box

73860-000, -800

Talis® S 
Kitchen mixer
32851-000

M71 
Kitchen mixer   
with pull-out spout
73804-000

M71 
Kitchen mixer   
with pull-out spray
73805-000

M71 
Kitchen mixer   
with pull-out spray
73806-000

Talis® Select S 220 
Kitchen mixer 
with pull-out spout
72822-000, -800

with hose box

73852-000, -800
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